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THE ZULU WARRIOR SECRET TO THE BEST, LONGEST, MOST
PLEASURABLE SEX OF YOUR LIFE… 

STARTING TONIGHT!
______________________

Zulu medicine men used this “secret weapon” to transform their warriors into a front-line
superhuman ghting force… one that defeated the world’s most powerful empire.
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For more than 25 years I’ve been on the forefront of natural health and

anti-aging medicine in America. After entering private practice, I was

one of the first to be board certified in anti-aging medicine.

I’m the Founder and Medical Director of the Wellness Research

Foundation, the Sears Wellness Center, Primal Force, Inc., and

the Sears Institute for Anti-Aging Medicine in Royal Palm Beach,

Florida.

To This Date I’ve Treated Over 25,000 Patients.

I’ve appeared on over 50 national radio programs, ABC News, CNN and

ESPN. I currently write and publish the monthly e-Newsletter,

Confidential Cures, and I’ve got my daily email broadcast, Doctor’s

House Call.

Since 1999, I’ve published 15 books and reports on health and

wellness with a readership of millions in over 163 countries.

https://media.primalforce.net/t-max-zulu-secret/
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And I’ve spent the last 30 years roaming the world (logging 20,000

miles annually) in order to uncover the kind of breakthroughs you

won’t hear about from your doctor or the mainstream media.

I travel through jungles, mountains, and swamps to learn from

indigenous peoples who still live much like our ancient ancestors did.

Which means they’re also free of diseases and ailments that afflict

modern society.

And when I spent last winter trekking the countryside of Uganda, I

stumbled across my biggest potency breakthrough EVER.

One that’s giving my older patients (men and their wives) the best sex

they’ve had since their 20’s and 30’s.

And they all swear it works better than ANYTHING they’ve ever used

before.

But they’re not the first.

Even though it’s NEVER touched ground in America or Europe until

now…

This unusual combination of nutrients was used by the natives of

Africa for hundreds — if not thousands — of years to enhance their

sexual experience… without side effects.

And these nutrients can not only give YOU longer,
more powerful erections… but a deeper, longer,

more INTENSE rush in the bedroom. 

More than a century ago, the British army roamed across the African

countryside looking for gold, land and resources… The only thing in their

way? The Zulu, a small rag-tag group of rebels with little technology and

few weapons at their disposal.

Yet the Zulu warriors fearlessly took on the most powerful,

technologically advanced empire in history in a fight to the death for their

freedom… and won! A story rivaling Braveheart, Spartacus, or the 300

Spartans.

Why such bravery?

Because the Zulu warriors knew they had a much more powerful weapon

in their arsenal… One that made them all but invincible against their

enemies.

And earned them a reputation as the world’s fiercest warriors.

The weapon was a rare South African root — a secret safeguarded by the

Zulu tribe for 3,000 years. I call it the “Warrior Root” because it was

reserved for the men of the tribe.

Before battle, the Zulu would take a tiny dose of this strange plant… And

when they did, they instantly felt consumed by almost god-like power.

THE WARRIOR ROOT — FROM THE BATTLEGROUND TO THE BEDROOM

THE KEY TO UNLOCKING YOUR BODY’S HIDDEN SEXUAL POWER — AT ANY AGE
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Legend says the “Warrior Root” also gave the Zulu men almost

supernatural sexual powers… That even includes the elderly chiefs, council

and healers.

And just as the Zulu warriors were once famous for their ferocity and

courage… They became equally famous worldwide for their unmatched

sexual prowess.

Now this “Warrior Root” is no longer used for combat… but instead to

help men just like YOU conquer in the bedroom — no matter your age…

what you’ve tried before… or your medical history.

In fact, just one tiny dose could instantly deliver…

Rock-hard erections that quickly stand to attention…

The ability and desire to make love when you want (and the
manpower to keep going as long as you want)…



Stiffer-than-a-flagpole rigidity…

More intense orgasms…

And more pleasurable, satisfying sex.

While traveling through East Africa, I interviewed dozens of men… of all

ages… who’ve reported these results. One after another told me it works

FAR better than anything they’ve tried from Europe or America.

And I’m here today to tell you not only was my expedition a complete

success…

But now, for the irst time in history, I’ve
introduced this sex-boosting root to the
Western world…

The result is a proprietary formula I call T-Max — and it combines three

very powerful sex boosters for men. But what really makes T-Max

different is how it rebuilds your potential for having the most explosive,

earth-quaking sex of your adult life.

Because you and I know, it’s not just the “getting it up” part, it’s the whole

experience… T-Max also helps you with: 

I’VE JOURNEYED TO 30 COUNTRIES ON SIX CONTINENTS 
TO BRING YOU REMEDIES LIKE THIS

Increased sensitivity for more intense pleasure…

Support for better stamina and endurance…

Even renewed feelings of excitement that fire up the
kind of urgency and desire that make for unforgettable
nights…
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Go to your doctor for help with your sex life and he’ll give you a few

options… but it’s never a complete answer.

Doctors can help with the mechanics, but they can’t help with something

else you must get right if you want great sex.

What I’m talking about is the kind of undeniable desire for sex that

happens in your gut…

The kind of fire that makes you look at a woman and feel, “I MUST have

her now.”

You see, there’s more to sexual satisfaction than the simple mechanics of

getting it up.

WHAT YOUR DOCTOR DOESN’T KNOW ABOUT SEX

THE TRUTH IS, YOUR DOCTOR CAN’T:

Your doctor CAN’T

help you “get in the mood” and

recover that

intangible passion and

hunger for sex.

Your doctor CAN’T

help you get back the energy

and stamina that your body has

lost with age, and falling

testosterone levels.

Your doctor CAN’T

help you increase the pleasure

you get from sex, or recover the

kind of sensitivity you had back

in your 20’s.

SEXUAL APPETITE DECLINES BY AGE

Age
25

There are those intangibles that NO doctor could

EVER help you with.

And it’s the “intangibles” that make sex hot and

heart-pounding… the kind of sex you crave and

fantasize about. That kind of lust and desire for

sex used to be hard wired into your brain… and

your loins.

This craving for action is a big part of your body’s

ability to have sex. And it’s part of the pleasure,

too.

But here’s what happens when you get older: This

hunger for sex starts to wane. The fire that

created the excitement, the “surge” that drove

your need to have sex now starts to fade.
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Age
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Age
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45 Age
50 Age

55 Age
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Of course, you still think about sex, but it’s not the

same. When you get older, the thoughts alone

don’t always translate into the responses your

body needs for the kind of surging, obsessive,

sheet-ripping sex you really dream about.

T-Max helps restore some of the excitement, the

urgency and the sensitivity.

Here’s how it works:

Ubangala 

The “Warrior Root”

 AFRICAN POTENCY BOOSTER # 1
CONQUER IN THE BEDROOM WITH “THE ZULU WARRIOR

ROOT”

I’ve already introduced you to the Zulu “Warrior Root”… the main

ingredient of T-Max. The natives call the root Ubangala — literally

“kiss and have sex.”

And it’s been used by the tribes of Southern Africa for centuries as a

powerful aphrodisiac. Perhaps this explains the stunned European

accounts of Zulu sexual potency.

According to Zulu historian E.A. Ritter, the tribal chiefs had

unbelievable sexual superpowers.

They would have harems of 1,200 women at some times. And were

able to satisfy many of their wives — while withholding their own

orgasms.

Now the University of Pretoria — South Africa’s #1 university — has

confirmed the legends are true. That it can boost blood flow
to your penis tissue, allowing you to easily
command erections.

According to the researchers — who extracted the main compound of

this root — it’s 75% as effective as certain male enhancement products

for supporting male libido and sexual enhancement.

It’s also much less expensive, since it’s natural and there’s no synthetic

processing.

Bulbine Natalensis 

South Africa’s “Testosterone

 AFRICAN POTENCY BOOSTER # 2
TURN ON YOUR “MAN POWER” WITH SOUTH AFRICA’S

TESTOSTERONE POWERHOUSE

Its scientific name is Bulbine Natalensis, though the natives simply call

it “Red Root”, and have used it for centuries as an aphrodisiac.

Now, we know why it works.

In one word… Testosterone. And lots of it.



Powerhouse” Testosterone is your primary masculine hormone. It’s what makes you

strong, smart, quick and aggressive. It’s also what makes you a potent

and virile lover.

In a study performed by the Centre of Phytomedicine Research,

Department of Botany, University of Fort Hare, South Africa, “Red Root”

saw major support in serum testosterone levels in animals compared

to the control group.

And with healthy testosterone levels comes…

In that same group, there was support noted for balanced estrogen

levels. In other words, super support for healthy testosterone and

estrogen levels — without side effects.

All from South Africa’s “Red Root.”

Improved libido

Higher nitric oxide levels — resulting in support for healthy normal
erections



And increased sensitivity

Griffonia Simplicifolia 

“Mali’s Mood Miracle”

 AFRICAN POTENCY BOOSTER # 3
“MALI’S MOOD MIRACLE” THE WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL

PRODUCER OF 5-HTP

Our body naturally makes 5-HTP — the precursor to serotonin. And

serotonin — the “mood chemical” — works powerfully on your mind

for more happiness, enhanced energy, and better overall mood. Even

better sleep, lower appetite and sharper memory!

Serotonin is truly a wonder chemical for everything that your brain

controls. It’s also essential for your sex drive. A low libido, lack of sex

drive and decreased intimacy — it’s all traced directly to our serotonin

levels. Levels that deplete as you age.

Most doctors will try to treat the condition with artificial hormones —

and fail.

That’s because hormone therapy neglects one of the most important

organs for a healthy sex life… your brain. Instead you can restore your

sexual appetite by simply recharging your brain’s mood chemicals…

naturally.

And that’s where 5-HTP comes in.

While our bodies have the natural ability to produce it… Stress and our

modern environment has crippled our body’s natural 5-HTP

production. But here’s the good news…

In the heart of West Africa I discovered the world’s most powerful,

absorbable form of 5-HTP. A shrub known as Gri fonia Simplicifolia.

And it contains all of the mood and libido-boosting power you need to

turn your bedroom around… starting tonight. It also helps you go

longer, and enhances the pleasure!
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WHY DOES T-MAX WORK SO MUCH BETTER THAN CONVENTIONAL SOLUTIONS?

Because only T-MAX targets the four essential (yet overlooked) elements of sex:

Potency

1
Libido

2
Stamina

3
Pleasure

4

Most drugs just work for the first element. But without ALL four

components of the sexual experience… you and your partner can NEVER

fully have great sex.

Now, ask yourself, can you really have great (even good) sex if… You and

your partner aren’t into it… You get breathless and tired within a minute

or two… And neither of you end up fully satisfied?

Of course not.

But to my knowledge, no available drug touches all four elements of sex.

Few ever go beyond just erections. And that’s where T-Max comes in.

It contains everything you need for the complete, earth-shattering sexual

experience. Here’s a recap of the key ingredients I’ve added…

As you’ve already seen, together they can tackle ALL the essential

elements of sex. 

So that you — and your partner — can
now enjoy one unforgettable night
after another.

Ubangala (“The Warrior Root”)

Bulbine Natalensis (South Africa’s “Testosterone Powerhouse”)

Griffonia Simplicifolia (“The Mali Mood Miracle”)

But I’m sure you’ve wondered, if these natural boosters are so great, why

haven’t I heard about them?

Well, these plants — up until now — were simply not accessible to

Americans or Europeans. In fact, unless you traveled into the jungles and

mountains of the African interior… And spent time with the indigenous

people in their villages like I did…

You would never even know they existed!

AN OPPORTUNITY NOBODY IN AMERICA HAS EVER RECEIVED
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Much less secured a supply of these centuries-old remedies for mind-

blowing sex.

But here’s the thing: because T-Max combines ingredients that are very

rare and difficult to get… It may be months before I get a new supply.

Heck, I probably won’t travel to Africa again until at least next year.

In short, we can only produce T-Max in small, tightly controlled batches.

That means our current supply is extremely limited. You will have to act

quickly to claim your spot. And once we run out, we have to shut down

this offer… it could happen as soon as tonight.

So if you close this message to go think it over, you could be sentencing

yourself (and your partner) to a lifetime of lackluster sex…

Please… your sex life is too important. And believe me… once you

experience the thrilling, deeply satisfying sex you’ve been missing, the

price you pay for T-Max will seem like the deal of a lifetime.

And frankly, it is!

Regus, S. 

Sacramento, CA

T-MAX WORKS!

I am a 66-year-old man who, since getting married 7 years ago,
has been seeking answers to my serious lack of libido. I have
gone to doctors, read and researched extensively, and tried over
a dozen different products and at least five programs that were
“guaranteed to fix the problem.” None of them worked for me,
and several of them, including the little blue pill, had negative
side effects.

About 4 months ago, I learned of a new product he had
formulated called T-Max, which he claimed would “restore the
youthful sexual power nature intended.” With a money-back
guarantee assured, I decided to try the product.

And it has more than lived up to his claims of restoring my desire
and ability to have physical intimacy. The results have been far
beyond what I expected and even imagined possible at my age,
including increased sensitivity and endurance. And the benefits
from using the product have only gotten better over these first 4
months of use. So thank you, Dr. Sears, for researching and
developing this product. I highly recommend it to anyone
struggling with a similar situation.”

“

Order T-Max and get FREE Gifts and Savings
Valued at up to $128.74!

I’m so convinced taking T-Max will ignite your bedroom with new passion

and young-again sex drive, I want to make sure you start getting ALL the

benefits right away! That’s why for a limited time, I’m offering a special

introductory offer I hope you’ll take advantage of.

When you choose my BEST DEAL offer, you’ll SAVE 30% OFF the normal

per-bottle price! You’ll get 4 bottles of T-Max rushed to your front door

NOW, USE THE SAME SECRET MY PATIENTS SAY IS GIVING THEM THE BEST SEX
OF THEIR LIVES…
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right away.

That means you get it just in time for MORE GREAT SEX!

This is a one-shot deal, and I can’t guarantee it will be available forever.

So let me hear from you today.

I mean it’s GUARANTEED or your money back, so why mess around?

FREE Special Bonus Report No. 1: 

“Great Sex for Life”

In this must-read Special Report you’ll discover how to easily revive your

stamina, vitality and sexual power, enjoying the best sex you’ve had since

your 30s.

Inside you’ll find out the common drugs zapping your sex drive… why ED

is a warning sign of one fatal disease and what to do about it… four

herbs that are proven libido boosters… the *other* organ you MUST fix in

order to get rock-hard erections (hint: NOT the prostate)… why the “little

blue pill” my actually prolong ED… my libido “diet” that includes tons of

delicious, inexpensive foods… and many other sex-boosting secrets, all

yours FREE!

FREE Special Bonus Report No. 2: 

“Potency: How to Be More than the Average Man”

In this exclusive, easily downloadable Special Report, you’ll discover the

“man-haters” in our environment that are slowly making you a woman…

and ways to fight them.

Find out the gender-bending toxins that are robbing your manhood…

simple steps to FLUSH estrogen from your body… 8 testosterone-

boosting foods… nature’s prostate boosters for renewed sex drive…

South America’s “potency wood” — a top source of Nitric Oxide… and

many more secrets to preserve your manhood, all yours FREE!

PLUS, WHEN YOU RESPOND TO MY BEST DEAL OFFER TODAY, YOU’LL ALSO
RECEIVE 3 FREE SPECIAL  BONUS REPORTS, EACH VALUED AT $19.95:
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FREE Special Bonus Report No. 3: 

“A New Look At What Men Really Need”

In this valuable Special Report, you’ll discover the REAL reason men need

testosterone — other than just sex drive and better health.

Learn why men with lower testosterone die sooner… the hidden cause of

prostate cancer in our food supply… the gene that’s stealing your

testosterone and how to deactivate it… how to “free” your body’s hidden

testosterone reserves… a 10-step protocol for increased testosterone…

and more testosterone-boosting secrets, all yours FREE.

Every bottle is covered by our Ultimate Sex Guarantee — which means

that either you and your partner are blown away by your high-octane

sexual performance, or you get a full refund of the purchase price.

Within 90 days just return your bottle — even if it’s empty — and we’ll

send you a refund of every penny of the purchase price. So there’s really

nothing to think over — you don’t even have to decide anything right now.

Just try it!

And if you don’t agree that T-Max gets you more confident and more

excited about sex than you have been in years… if you’re not having

more and better sex than you thought possible… Just say the word and

get your money back.

So please, don’t delay. I really want you to take advantage of my offer

right now.

I want you to start having the most exciting sex of your life.

I want you to experience the best orgasms you’ve ever felt…

I want you to feel complete sexual satisfaction every time.

So don’t wait any longer. Order T-Max right NOW!

BEST SEX OF YOUR LIFE… OR EVERY DIME OF YOUR MONEY BACK

Free Shipping applies to domestic U.S. orders only. Shipping fees will be added to international orders. 

Copyright © 2016. T-Max. All Rights Reserved.

https://primalforce.net/dc2158_t-max_vsl_20161207
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